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Data, Data, Everywhere—the Economist, Feb 25,
2010

 Exponential growth:
∼ 60% per year.

Big Data Science:
 2013: year traffic on

Internet estimate to
reach 2/3 Zettabytes
(1ZB = 103EB = 106PB =
109TB)

 Large Hadron Collider: 40
TB/second.

 2016—Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope:
140 TB every 5 days.

 Facebook: ∼ 250 billion
photos (mid 2013)

 Twitter: ∼ 500 billion
tweets (mid 2013)

No really, that’s a lot of data
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Big Data—Culturomics:
“Quantitative analysis of culture using millions of
digitized books” by Michel et al., Science, 2011 [9]
enter a regime marked by slower forgetting:
Collective memory has both a short-term and a
long-term component.

But there have been changes. The amplitude
of the plots is rising every year: Precise dates are
increasingly common. There is also a greater fo-
cus on the present. For instance, “1880” declined
to half its peak value in 1912, a lag of 32 years. In

contrast, “1973” declined to half its peak by
1983, a lag of only 10 years. We are forgetting
our past faster with each passing year (Fig. 3A).

We were curious whether our increasing
tendency to forget the old was accompanied by
more rapid assimilation of the new (21). We di-
vided a list of 147 inventions into time-resolved
cohorts based on the 40-year interval in which

they were first invented (1800–1840, 1840–1880,
and 1880–1920) (7). We tracked the frequency
of each invention in the nth year after it was
invented as compared to its maximum value and
plotted the median of these rescaled trajectories
for each cohort.

The inventions from the earliest cohort
(1800–1840) took over 66 years from invention
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Fig. 3. Cultural turnover is accelerating. (A) We forget: frequency of “1883”
(blue), “1910” (green), and “1950” (red). Inset: We forget faster. The half-life
of the curves (gray dots) is getting shorter (gray line: moving average). (B) Cultural
adoption is quicker. Median trajectory for three cohorts of inventions from three
different time periods (1800–1840, blue; 1840–1880, green; 1880–1920,
red). Inset: The telephone (green; date of invention, green arrow) and radio
(blue; date of invention, blue arrow). (C) Fame of various personalities born
between 1920 and 1930. (D) Frequency of the 50 most famous people born in

1871 (gray lines; median, thick dark gray line). Five examples are highlighted.
(E) The median trajectory of the 1865 cohort is characterized by four
parameters: (i) initial age of celebrity (34 years old, tick mark); (ii) doubling
time of the subsequent rise to fame (4 years, blue line); (iii) age of peak celebrity
(70 years after birth, tick mark), and (iv) half-life of the post-peak forgetting
phase (73 years, red line). Inset: The doubling time and half-life over time.
(F) The median trajectory of the 25 most famous personalities born between
1800 and 1920 in various careers.
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to widespread impact (frequency >25% of peak).
Since then, the cultural adoption of technology has
become more rapid. The 1840–1880 invention
cohort was widely adopted within 50 years; the
1880–1920 cohort within 27 (Fig. 3B and fig. S7).

“In the future, everyone will be famous for
7.5minutes” –Whatshisname. People, too, rise to
prominence, only to be forgotten (22). Fame can be
tracked by measuring the frequency of a person’s
name (Fig. 3C). We compared the rise to fame of
the most famous people of different eras. We took
all 740,000 people with entries in Wikipedia,
removed cases where several famous individuals
share a name, and sorted the rest by birth date and
frequency (23). For every year from 1800 to 1950,
we constructed a cohort consisting of the 50 most

famous people born in that year. For example, the
1882 cohort includes “Virginia Woolf” and “Felix
Frankfurter”; the 1946 cohort includes “Bill
Clinton” and “Steven Spielberg”. We plotted the
median frequency for the names in each cohort
over time (Fig. 3,D andE). The resulting trajectories
were all similar. Each cohort had a pre-celebrity
period (median frequency <10−9), followed by a
rapid rise to prominence, a peak, and a slow de-
cline.We therefore characterized each cohort using
four parameters: (i) the age of initial celebrity, (ii)
the doubling time of the initial rise, (iii) the age of
peak celebrity, and (iv) the half-life of the decline
(Fig. 3E). The age of peak celebrity has been con-
sistent over time: about 75 years after birth. But
the other parameters have been changing (fig. S8).

Fame comes sooner and rises faster. Between the
early 19th century and the mid-20th century, the
age of initial celebrity declined from 43 to 29
years, and the doubling time fell from 8.1 to 3.3
years. As a result, the most famous people alive
today are more famous—in books—than their
predecessors. Yet this fame is increasingly short-
lived: The post-peak half-life dropped from 120
to 71 years during the 19th century.

We repeated this analysis with all 42,358
people in the databases of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica (24), which reflect a process of expert
curation that began in 1768. The results were
similar (7) (fig. S9). Thus, people are getting more
famous than ever before but are being forgotten
more rapidly than ever.

Fig. 4. Culturomics can be used to
detect censorship. (A) Usage frequen-
cy of “Marc Chagall” in German (red)
as compared to English (blue). (B)
Suppression of Leon Trotsky (blue),
Grigory Zinoviev (green), and Lev
Kamenev (red) in Russian texts,
with noteworthy events indicated:
Trotsky’s assassination (blue arrow),
Zinoviev and Kamenev executed
(red arrow), the Great Purge (red
highlight), and perestroika (gray ar-
row). (C) The 1976 and 1989 Tianan-
men Square incidents both led to
elevated discussion in English texts
(scale shown on the right). Response
to the 1989 incident is largely ab-
sent inChinese texts (blue, scale shown
on the left), suggesting government
censorship. (D) While the Holly-
wood Ten were blacklisted (red
highlight) from U.S. movie studios,
their fame declined (median: thick
gray line). None of them were cred-
ited in a film until 1960’s (aptly
named) Exodus. (E) Artists and writ-
ers in various disciplines were sup-
pressed by the Nazi regime (red
highlight). In contrast, theNazis them-
selves (thick red line) exhibited a
strong fame peak during the war
years. (F) Distribution of suppres-
sion indices for both English (blue)
andGerman (red) for the period from
1933–1945. Three victims of Nazi
suppression are highlighted at left
(red arrows). Inset: Calculation of
the suppression index for “Henri
Matisse”.
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 http://www.culturomics.org/ and Google Books
ngram viewer

Barney Rubble:
RESEARCH ARTICLE

Characterizing the Google Books Corpus:
Strong Limits to Inferences of Socio-Cultural
and Linguistic Evolution
Eitan Adam Pechenick1,2,3,4*, Christopher M. Danforth1,2,3,4, Peter Sheridan Dodds1,2,3,4*

1Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, United States of
America, 2 Center for Complex Systems, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, United States of
America, 3 Computational Story Lab, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, United States of America,
4 Vermont Advanced Computing Core, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, United States of America

* eitan.pechenick@uvm.edu (EAP); peter.dodds@uvm.edu (PSD)

Abstract
It is tempting to treat frequency trends from the Google Books data sets as indicators of the

“true” popularity of various words and phrases. Doing so allows us to draw quantitatively

strong conclusions about the evolution of cultural perception of a given topic, such as time

or gender. However, the Google Books corpus suffers from a number of limitations which

make it an obscure mask of cultural popularity. A primary issue is that the corpus is in effect

a library, containing one of each book. A single, prolific author is thereby able to noticeably

insert new phrases into the Google Books lexicon, whether the author is widely read or not.

With this understood, the Google Books corpus remains an important data set to be consid-

ered more lexicon-like than text-like. Here, we show that a distinct problematic feature

arises from the inclusion of scientific texts, which have become an increasingly substantive

portion of the corpus throughout the 1900s. The result is a surge of phrases typical to aca-

demic articles but less common in general, such as references to time in the form of cita-

tions. We use information theoretic methods to highlight these dynamics by examining and

comparing major contributions via a divergence measure of English data sets between

decades in the period 1800–2000. We find that only the English Fiction data set from the

second version of the corpus is not heavily affected by professional texts. Overall, our find-

ings call into question the vast majority of existing claims drawn from the Google Books cor-

pus, and point to the need to fully characterize the dynamics of the corpus before using

these data sets to draw broad conclusions about cultural and linguistic evolution.

Introduction
The Google Books data set is captivating both for its availability and its incredible size. The
first version of the data set, published in 2009, incorporates over 5 million books [1]. These are,
in turn, a subset selected for quality of optical character recognition and metadata—e.g., dates
of publication—from 15 million digitized books, largely provided by university libraries. These
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Basic Science ≃ Describe + Explain:

Lord Kelvin (possibly):
 “To measure is to know.”
 “If you cannot measure it,

you cannot improve it.”

Bonus:
 “X-rays will prove to be a

hoax.”
 “There is nothing new to be

discovered in physics now,
All that remains is more and
more precise
measurement.”

 “Beards will always be cool.”
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A brief history of measuring time:
 Megaliths for Big Time
 Sundials, 1500 BC, Egypt (solid for over 2000 years)
 Escapements (200s), Hourglasses (1300s?),

Pendulum clocks (Galileo, 1500s)
 Chronometers, 1700s:

“Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genius
Who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem
of His Time”
by Dava Sobel (2007). [16]

 Billionths of a second accuracy: Atomic clocks
(Lord Kelvin, 1879)
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Our struggle to sensibly measure anything at all:

By 42CrMo4, Christoph Päper – English length units graph (PNG), CC BY-SA 4.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=61338012

From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barleycorn_(unit)
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Measuring temperature was thought impossible:

From “Bias in Mental Testing”, Arthur Jensen, 1980 [8]

per @SilverVVulpes: Also: Inventing Temperature, Hasok
Chang, 2004 [3]
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Measuring temperature was thought impossible:

From “Bias in Mental Testing”, Arthur Jensen, 1980 [8]

per @SilverVVulpes: Also: Inventing Temperature, Hasok
Chang, 2004 [3]
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Limits of testability and happiness in Science:
From A Fight for the soul of Science in Quanta
Magazine (2016/02):
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The Newness of being a Scientist (1833 on):

 Etymology here.
 “Scientists are the people who ask a question

about a phenomenon and proceed to
systematically go about answering the question
themselves. They are by nature curious, creative
and well organized.”
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Please do not measure complex systems with one
number:

 This is real—someone having some fun.
 Obtained from this tweet.
 Sadness for Buckingham (if Buckingham has no

sense of humor).
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The conceptual trapping pit of a single scale:
 Lure of simplicity: Comparisons and rankings are

easy.
 A single scale measure is very appealing, very hard

to resist … … and hard to push back against when
widely adopted.

 Examples:
 Grade point average (GPA)
 College rankings, City rankings, Country rankings,

Wine scores, Michelin Guide, Yelp scores,
Amazon ratings, …

 Body Mass Index (BMI)
 Intelligence Quotient (IQ)1
 Effective temperature
 Price for all things: One dimension of belief
 Salary!
 stock market valuation for corporations
 Complexity of civilizations [17]
 A 1-d axis for political ideologies (a spatial

metaphor trap, thanks France!)

1Phrenology was at least a 2-d map; see also palmistry
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Personality distributions:

A Theory of the Emergence,
Persistence, and Expression of
Geographic Variation in
Psychological Characteristics
Peter J. Rentfrow,1 Samuel D. Gosling,2 and Jeff Potter3

1University of Cambridge, 2University of Texas at Austin, and 3Atof Inc., Cambridge, MA

ABSTRACT—Volumes of research show that people in differ-

ent geographic regions differ psychologically. Most of that

work converges on the conclusion that there are geographic

differences in personality and values, but little attention has

been paid to developing an integrative account of how those

differences emerge, persist, and become expressed at the

geographic level. Drawing from research in psychology and

other social sciences, we present a theoretical account of

the mechanisms through which geographic variation in

psychological characteristics emerge and persist within

regions, and we propose a model for conceptualizing

the processes through which such characteristics become

expressed in geographic social indicators. The proposed

processes were examined in the context of theory and

research on personality traits. Hypotheses derived from the

model were tested using personality data from over half a

million U.S. residents. Results provided preliminary sup-

port for the model, revealing clear patterns of regional

variation across the U.S. and strong relationships between

state-level personality and geographic indicators of crime,

social capital, religiosity, political values, employment, and

health. Overall, this work highlights the potential insights

generated by including macrolevel perspectives within

psychology and suggests new routes to bridging theory and

research across several disciplines in the social sciences.

The past decade has witnessed an outpouring of exploratory

investigations concerned with national differences in person-

ality, values, subjective well-being, and self. Results from that

work converge on the conclusion that psychological character-

istics are geographically clustered across the globe. To facilitate

further progress in the field, we build on that work by developing

a theoretical account of how geographic psychological differ-

ences emerge and persist over time. Drawing on theory and

research in the social sciences, we also propose a framework for

conceptualizing the processes through which psychological

characteristics prevalent within regions become expressed on

geographic social indicators. Ultimately, this work seeks to (a)

advance theory and research on geographic psychological

differences by providing a model for developing and testing

hypotheses about such differences, (b) illuminate how studying

psychological characteristics at macro levels of analysis can

inform our understanding of basic psychological processes, and

(c) bridge theory and research on this topic across the social

sciences. As a first attempt toward achieving this ambitious goal,

we explore these general ideas in the context of theory and

research in personality.

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN PERSONALITY

Variation Across Nations

Originally inspired by anthropological research on the psycho-

logical characteristics of individuals in preindustrialized and

industrialized societies (Benedict, 1934; Mead, 1935), psy-

chologists have long been interested in the psychological

characteristics that define and differentiate members of various

nations (e.g., Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford,

1950; Inkeles, Hanfmann, & Beier, 1958; Lewin, 1936). The

dominant theoretical framework underlying much of that work

was rooted in a psychoanalytic view in which personality was

seen as emanating from early life experiences and unconscious

motives. It was believed that core psychological characteristics

Address correspondence to Peter J. Rentfrow, Faculty of Social and
Political Sciences, University of Cambridge, Free School Lane,
Cambridge CB2 3RQ, United Kingdom; e-mail: pjr39@cam.ac.uk.

PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Volume 3—Number 5 339Copyright r 2008 Association for Psychological Science

“A Theory of the Emergence, Persistence, and
Expression of Geographic Variation in
Psychological Characteristics”
Rentfrow, Gosling, and Potter,
Perspectives on Psychological Science, 3,
339–369, 2008. [11]

Five Factor Model (FFM):

 Extraversion [E]

 Agreeableness [A]

 Conscientiousness [C]

 Neuroticism [N]

 Openness [O]

“...a robust and widely
accepted framework for
conceptualizing the
structure of personality...
Although the FFM is not
universally accepted in the
field...” [11]
A concern: self-reported
data. Bigger concern:
mass manipulation.
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state residents with higher education (i.e., at least a college
degree), percentage of African Americans, percentage of fe-

males, and proportion of state population living in urban cities
(i.e., states with cities that have a population of 1 million or

more). Again, to ensure that this strategy was appropriate, we
conducted another five multiple regression analyses, regressing
each trait on the other four traits and the five sociodemographic

variables. The amount of unexplained variance left over was
62%, 50%, 61%, 28%, and 46% for E, A, C, N, and O, re-

spectively, indicating that substantial proportions of variance
were not explained by the other traits or sociodemographic

variables.4

Below, we present the results for each of the FFM personality
dimensions. Specifically, we begin each section by focusing on

the state-level relationships for the sets of social indicators that
were predicted and by offering some potential interpretations of

the results. Then, we present state-level relationships for the
social indicators that were not predicted but yielded at least one
correlation that met or exceeded our effect size benchmark

(|.20|), and we speculate on what may underlie the correlations
that we did not predict. Of course, we acknowledge that some of

the interpretations are rather tentative. Nevertheless, these
entirely novel analyses highlight some potentially important

general geographical trends, so our interpretations are presented
in the hope of stimulating future work on these topics. The cor-
relations between each of the state-level FFMdimensions and the

social indicators are reported in Tables 2–6 for E, A, C, N, and O,
respectively. For presentational clarity, the predicted correlations

for each dimension are listed in boldface type.

E
Predicted findings. At the individual level, E is associated with

sociability, energy, and health. We therefore predicted that E
would be related to conceptually similar indicators at the state

level. As can be seen in Table 2, the results generally support
our predictions.

State-level E was positively related to indicators of social

involvement, such as attending club meetings, spending time in
bars, and entertaining guests at home. Moreover, these rela-

tionships remained when the sociodemographic variables were

Fig. 6. Map of state-level Openness.

4Results from large-scale survey studies indicate that access to and use of the
Internet varies across states (e.g., Peslak, 2004; Spooner, Meredith, & Rainie,
2003). For example, use of the Internet tends to be highest in the Northeast and
West Coast, as well as in large metropolitan cities (Spooner et al., 2003).
Moreover, sex, race, age, income, and education are among the strongest pre-
dictors of Internet usage (Peslak, 2004). It is therefore possible that our In-
ternet-based method may have resulted in the over- or undersampling of certain
demographic variables. However, for all analyses of the state-level indicators,
we conducted partial correlation analyses controlling for statewide differences
in sex, race, income, education, and the proportion of residents living in large
cities. These demographic variables have been shown to covary strongly with
statewide differences in Internet usage (Peslak, 2004; Spooner et al., 2003).
Nonetheless, to be sure that these variables account for possible differences in
Internet usage, we obtained state-level estimates of Internet use from the U.S.
Census Bureau (Day, Janus, & Davis, 2005) and redid all of our partial cor-
relation analyses controlling for Internet usage along with the five sociodemo-
graphic variables. The results from those analyses were virtually identical to the
results obtained when the Internet usage variable was not included as a cov-
ariate. Thus, even though statewide differences in Internet access may account
for some of the state-level personality correlations, its influence is redundant
with the sociodemographic variables already included in the analyses.
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partial-correlation analyses controlling for statewide sociode-

mographic differences. These analyses provide a more conser-
vative test of the relationships between personality and the
state-level social indicators; therefore, any partial correlations

that meet or exceed our |.20| benchmark should be considered as

strong evidence for the importance of a particular personality
dimension at the state level. The sociodemographic variables
included in these analyses were median income, percentage of

Fig. 4. Map of state-level Conscientiousness.

Fig. 5. Map of state-level Neuroticism.
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controlling for the other traits, we conducted five multiple re-
gression analyses in which each trait was regressed onto the

other four. After controlling for the other four traits, the amount
of unexplained variance left over was 78%, 48%, 46%, 96%,

and 86% for E, A, C, N, andO, respectively, indicating that there
were substantial proportions of variance unexplained.

Second, to determine whether any ‘‘third’’ variables ac-
counted for the observed state-level relationships, we conducted

Fig. 2. Map of state-level Extraversion.

Fig. 3. Map of state-level Agreeableness.
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Dungeons & Dragons’ full embrace of complexity:

From here.
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Dungeons & Dragons—Two alignment axes for
character:

2

Law–Chaos
(vertical) and

Good–Evil

(horizontal).

2From this Reddit thread, where, naturally, the choices are
enthusiastically debated.
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Emergence:

The Wikipedia on Emergence (2006):
“In philosophy, systems theory and the sciences,
emergence refers to the way complex systems and
patterns arise out of a multiplicity of relatively simple
interactions. ... emergence is central to the physics of
complex systems and yet very controversial.”

Wikipedia, 2016:
In philosophy, systems theory, science, and art,
emergence is a process whereby larger entities arise
through interactions among smaller or simpler entities
such that the larger entities exhibit properties the
smaller/simpler entities do not exhibit.

The philosopher G. H. Lewes first used the word
explicity in 1875.
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Emergence:
Tornadoes, financial collapses, human emotion aren’t
found in water molecules, dollar bills, or carbon atoms.

Examples:
 Fundamental particles ⇒ Life, the Universe, and

Everything
 Genes ⇒ Organisms
 Neurons etc. ⇒ Brain ⇒ Thoughts
 People ⇒ Religion, Collective behaviour
 People ⇒ The Web
 People ⇒ Language, and rules of language
 ? ⇒ time; ? ⇒ gravity; ? ⇒ reality.

“The whole is more than the sum of its parts” –Aristotle
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Emergence:

Friedrich Hayek
(Economist/Philospher/Nobelist):

 Markets, legal systems, political systems are
emergent and not designed.

 ‘Taxis’ = made order (by God, Sovereign,
Government, ...)

 ‘Cosmos’ = grown order
 Archetypal limits of hierarchical and decentralized

structures.
 Hierarchies arise once problems are solved. [5]

 Decentralized structures help solve problems.
 Dewey Decimal System versus tagging.
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Emergence:

James Coleman in Foundations of Social Theory:

Weber
Capitalism

Protestant
Religious
Doctrine

Economic
Behavior

Values

Societal level

Individual level

Coleman

 Understand macrophenomena arises from
microbehavior which in turn depends on
macrophenomena. [4]

 More on Coleman here.
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Emergence:

Thomas Schelling (Economist/Nobelist):

 “Micromotives and
Macrobehavior” [14]
 Segregation [12, 15]

 Wearing hockey helmets [13]
 Seating choices

Vi Hart and
Nicky Case’s
Polygon-
themed
visualization:
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The emergence of taste:

 Molecules ⇒ Ingredients ⇒ Taste
 See Michael Pollan’s article on nutritionism in

the New York Times, January 28, 2007.

nytimes.com
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Reductionism

Reductionism and food:
 Pollan: “even the simplest food is a hopelessly

complex thing to study, a virtual wilderness of
chemical compounds, many of which exist in
complex and dynamic relation to one another...”

 “So ... break the thing down into its component
parts and study those one by one, even if that
means ignoring complex interactions and
contexts, as well as the fact that the whole may be
more than, or just different from, the sum of its
parts. This is what we mean by reductionist
science.”
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Reductionism

 “people don’t eat nutrients, they eat foods, and
foods can behave very differently than the
nutrients they contain.”

 Studies suggest diets high in fruits and vegetables
help prevent cancer.

 So... find the nutrients responsible and eat more
of them

 But “in the case of beta carotene ingested as a
supplement, scientists have discovered that it
actually increases the risk of certain cancers.
Oops.”
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Reductionism

Thyme’s known antioxidants:
4-Terpineol, alanine, anethole,
apigenin, ascorbic acid, beta carotene,
caffeic acid, camphene, carvacrol,
chlorogenic acid, chrysoeriol,
eriodictyol, eugenol, ferulic acid, gallic
acid, gamma-terpinene isochlorogenic
acid, isoeugenol, isothymonin,
kaempferol, labiatic acid, lauric acid,
linalyl acetate, luteolin, methionine,
myrcene, myristic acid, naringenin,
oleanolic acid, p-coumoric acid,
p-hydroxy-benzoic acid, palmitic acid,
rosmarinic acid, selenium, tannin,
thymol, tryptophan, ursolic acid,
vanillic acid.

[cnn.com]
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Reductionism

“It would be great to know how this all works, but in the
meantime we can enjoy thyme in the knowledge that it
probably doesn’t do any harm (since people have been
eating it forever) and that it may actually do some
good (since people have been eating it forever) and
that even if it does nothing, we like the way it tastes.”

Gulf between theory and practice (see baseball and
bumblebees).
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This is a Collateralized Debt Obligation:
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 “The Universe is made of stories, not of atoms.”

 From “The Speed of Darkness” (1968) by Muriel
Rukeyser

 Quoted by Metatron in Supernatural, Meta Fiction,
S9E18.
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(Sir Terry) Pratchett’s Narrativium:

 “The most common element on
the disc, although not included in
the list of the standard five: earth,
fire, air, water and surprise. It
ensures that everything runs
properly as a story.”

 “A little narrativium goes a long
way: the simpler the story, the
better you understand it.
Storytelling is the opposite of
reductionism: 26 letters and
some rules of grammar are no
story at all.”
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Higher complexity:
 Many system scales (or levels)

that interact with each other.
 Potentially much harder to explain/understand.

Even mathematics: [6]

Gödel’s Theorem:
we can’t prove every
theorem that’s true
…

“Gödel, Escher, Bach” [7]

 Suggests a strong form of emergence: Some
phenomena cannot be analytically deduced from
elementary aspects of a system.
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Emergence:

Roughly speaking, there are two types of emergence:

I. Weak emergence:
System-level phenomena is different from that of its
constituent parts yet can be connected theoretically.

II. Strong emergence:
System-level phenomena fundamentally cannot be
deduced from how parts interact.
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Emergence:

 Reductionist techniques can explain weak
emergence.

 Magic explains strong emergence. [2]

 But: maybe magic should be interpreted as an
inscrutable yet real mechanism that cannot ever
be simply described.

 Gulp.
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Limits of Science | Radiolab

Listen to Steve Strogatz, Hod Lipson, and
Michael Schmidt (Cornell) in the last
piece (11:16) on Radiolab’s show
‘Limits’ (April 5, 2010).

Pair with some slow tv
Bonus: Mike Schmidt’s talk on Eureqa at
UVM’s 2011 TEDx event “Big Data, Big Stories.”
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Definitions

“Self-organization is a process in which the internal
organization of a system, normally an open system,
increases in complexity without being guided or
managed by an outside source.” (also: Self-assembly)

Examples:
 Molecules/Atoms liking each other →

Gases, liquids, and solids.
 Spin alignment → Magnetization.
 Protein folding.
 Imitation → Herding, flocking, mobs, …

Fundamental question: how likely is ‘complexification’?
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Tools and techniques:
 Differential equations, difference equations, linear

algebra, stochastic models.
 Statistical techniques for comparisons and

descriptions.
 Methods from statistical mechanics and computer

science.
 Machine learning (but beware the black box).
 Computer modeling, everything from

 Artisanal toy models
 to kitchen sink models.

Key advance (more soon):
 Representation of complex interaction patterns as

complex networks.
 The driver: Massive amounts of Data
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Rather silly but great example of real
science:
“How Cats Lap: Water Uptake by Felis catus”
Reis et al., Science, 2010.

Amusing interview here
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 Another great, great
moment in scaling:

𝑓 ∼ 𝑀−1/6

 

 / www.sciencexpress.org / 11 November 2010 / Page 2 / 10.1126/science.1195421 

 
half-height. As a result, the vertical velocity has an 
approximately Gaussian profile (Fig. 2B, blue): The tongue 
accelerates as it leaves the water surface, attains a remarkable 
maximum speed of UMAX = 78 ± 2 cm s−1, then decelerates as 
it enters the mouth. Recordings of 10 adult individuals (16) 
yielded a lapping frequency f = 3.5 ± 0.4 s−1 and an ingested 
volume per lap V = 0.14 ± 0.04 ml. 

To help understand the mechanism of lapping, we 
performed physical experiments in which a glass disk of 
radius R (representing the tongue’s tip), initially placed on a 
water surface, was pulled vertically upward (Fig. 3). The time 
series of the disk position was set by a computer-controlled 
stage and programmed to have the observed error-function 
profile (Fig. 2B), where we could control the lapping height 
H and speed UMAX. The hydrophilic nature of glass (static 
contact angle = 14°) mimicked the wetness of the tongue. 
High-speed imaging revealed the formation and extension of 
a water column, as in lapping (Fig. 3, A to G and movies S2 
and S3) (16). The column's ascent was eventually interrupted 
by pinch-off, leaving a pendantlike drop on the lower surface 
of the disk (Fig. 3, F to H). 

Estimation of the forces involved suggests that the fluid 
dynamics of lapping are governed by inertia and gravity, 
whereas viscous and capillary forces are negligible (16). 
Inertial entrainment draws liquid upward into a column, while 
gravity acts to collapse it. Ultimately, gravity prevails and the 
column pinches off. Dimensional analysis reveals that two 
dimensionless parameters control lapping: the Froude 
number, Fr = UMAX/(gR)1/2, measuring the relative importance 
of inertia and gravity (g is the gravitational acceleration), and 
the aspect ratio, H/R. Experiments were therefore conducted 
over a range of Fr and H/R values (16), for a fixed lapping 
height, H = 3 cm, determined from observations (Fig. 2B). 
The latter is possibly dictated by biological constraints, such 
as the need to keep whiskers dry to maintain their sensory 
performance (19) or to maximize peripheral vision while 
drinking. 

To test the proposition that the column dynamics are set by 
a competition between inertia and gravity, we compared the 
height of the disk (Z) at pinch-off, ZP, with that predicted 
from our scaling analysis. We find (16) that ZP/H ~ Fr* for 
Fr* < 1 and ZP/H ~ 1 otherwise. Here Fr* = (R/H)Fr2/3 is the 
ratio of the time scale for the gravitational collapse of the 
column, tP = (R/UMAX)Fr2/3, and the time scale for the upward 
motion of the disk, H/UMAX. Experiments confirmed the 
existence of two regimes (Fig. 4A). For small disks (R = 2.5 
and 5 mm), ZP/H increased linearly with Fr*, whereas large 
disks (R = 10 and 12.7 mm) reached the final height before 
pinch-off (ZP/H = 1). Theory also successfully predicts that 
pinch-off occurs close to the disk (Fig. 3). 

Consequently, the balance between inertia and gravity 
dictates the lapping frequency, f, by controlling the time of 

pinch-off. To maximize ingested volume, which is assumed 
to be proportional to the column's volume V, the lapping time, 
1/f, should match the pinch-off time, tP, because faster 
lapping fails to maximize inertial entrainment, whereas 
slower lapping results in belated mouth closure that misses 
most of the column. This predicts f ~ (gH)1/2/R or, because f ~ 
UMAX/H, that Fr* is of order one. For domestic cats, we find 
that Fr* is indeed of order unity (0.4), using the 
experimentally measured values UMAX =78 cm s−1 and H = 3 
cm (Fig. 2B) and a tongue size of R ≈ 5 mm (Fig. 1G). 

The growth dynamics of the column's volume (Fig. 4B) 
(16) provide further evidence that the lapping frequency is set 
by the interplay between inertia and gravity. When the disk is 
close to the bath (Z << H), the column is cylindrical and V 
increases as V/R3 = πZ/R (Fig. 4B inset). Gravity-driven 
drainage then reduces the rate of volume increase, and V is at 
a maximum when gravity and inertia balance (Fig. 4B). A 
scaling argument predicts a maximum volume when the disk 
height reaches ZMaxVol/H ~ Fr* (16), in excellent agreement 
with observations (Fig. 4A). This also supports our 
assumption that V is maximum close to the time of pinch-off. 
In fact, V always peaks shortly before pinch-off (10 to 70 ms) 
(Fig. 4B), which suggests that mouth closure should also 
occur just before pinch-off to maximize captured volume. 
Observations of domestic cats showed that mouth closure 
indeed typically preceded pinch-off (movie S1) (16). 

The balance of inertia and gravity yields a prediction for 
the lapping frequency of other felines. Assuming isometry 
within the Felidae family (i.e., that lapping height H scales 
linearly with tongue width R and animal mass M scales as 
R3), the finding that Fr* is of order one translates to the 
prediction f ~ R –1/2 ~ M –1/6. Isometry or marginally positive 
allomety among the Felidae has been demonstrated for skull 
(20, 21) and limb bones (22). Although variability by 
function can lead to departures from isometry in interspecific 
scalings (23), reported variations within the Felidae (23, 24) 
only minimally affect the predicted scaling f ~ M –1/6. We 
tested this –1/6 power-law dependence by measuring the 
lapping frequency for eight species of felines, from videos 
acquired at the Zoo New England or available on YouTube 
(16). The lapping frequency was observed to decrease with 
animal mass as f = 4.6 M –0.181 ± 0.024 (f in s−1, M in kg) (Fig. 
4C), close to the predicted M–1/6. This close agreement 
suggests that the domestic cat's inertia- and gravity-controlled 
lapping mechanism is conserved among felines. 

The lapping of Felis catus is part of a wider class of 
problems in biology involving gravity and inertia, sometimes 
referred to as Froude mechanisms. For example, the water-
running ability of the Basilisk lizard depends on the gravity-
driven collapse of the air cavity it creates upon slapping the 
water surface with its feet. The depth to which the lizard’s leg 
penetrates the surface depends on the Froude number, which 
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 Statistical Mechanics is “a science of collective
behavior.”

 Simple rules give rise to collective phenomena.

Percolation:

Snared from Michael Gastner’s page on percolation [no
longer online]
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The Ising Model of a ferromagnet:

 Each atom is assumed to have a
local spin that can be up or down:
𝑆𝑖 = ±1.

 Spins are assumed to be arranged
on a lattice.

 In isolation, spins like to align with
each other.

 Increasing temperature breaks
these alignments.

 The drosophila of statistical
mechanics.

 Criticality: Power-law distributions at
critical points.

Example 2-d Ising model simulation:
https://mattbierbaum.github.io/ising.js/
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Phase diagrams

Qualitatively distinct macro states.
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Phase diagrams

Oscillons, bacteria, traffic, snowflakes, ...

Umbanhowar et al., Nature, 1996 [18]
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Phase diagrams
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Phase diagrams

𝑊0 = initial wetness, 𝑆0 = initial nutrient supply
http://math.arizona.edu/~lega/HydroBact.html
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Ising model

Analytic issues:
 1-d: simple (Ising & Lenz, 1925)
 2-d: hard (Onsager, 1944)
 3-d: extremely hard...
 4-d and up: simple.

 See lower and upper critical dimension in
statistical physics.

 Also: Curse and Blessing of Dimensionality
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Statistics

Historical surprise:
 Origins of Statistical Mechanics are in the studies

of people... (Maxwell and co.)
 Now physicists are using their techniques to study

everything else including people...
 See Philip Ball’s “Critical Mass” [1]

Beyond Statistical Mechanics:
 Analytic approaches have their limits, especially in

evolutionary, algorithm-rich systems.
 Algorithmic methods and simulation techniques

will continue to rise in importance.
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Nutshell

 The central concepts Complexity and Emergence
are reasonably well defined.

 There is no general theory of Complex Systems.
 But the problems exist...

Complex (Adaptive) Systems abound...
 And the observation of Universality of

dynamical systems, statistical mechanics, and
other quantitative areas means not everything is
special and different.

 Framing from the Manifesto: Science’s focus is
moving to Complex Systems because it finally can.

 We use whatever tools we need.
 Science ≃ Describe + Explain.
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